Chaos reigns with con artists and would-be interlopers and competing "government services corporations" all giving themselves deceitful names like "Republic for the United States of America" and "THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (LTD)" --- all infringing on our Common Law Copyright, and all serving to delay and obstruct meaningful action to address the actual problems that need to be addressed.

Enough, already. This is not a free-for-all and this is not our first trip to the rodeo.

Our Forefathers put in place a structure and a system to do everything that we need to re-do now, which is more than sufficient to meet our needs at present and to guide our actions in restoring our government peacefully and lawfully.

First, we have the actual Federation of States dba The United States of America (Unincorporated) intact and functioning.

Second, we are properly calling the States to Assemble to conduct the necessary business at hand. Go to: https://tasa.americanstatenationals.org/ or contact: https://states.americanstatenationals.org/state-coordinators/ for additional information.

Third, we are correcting the "mistakes" made by the occupying Territorial and Municipal employees, especially so-called "agency employees" ---who are simply employees of more commercial "governmental services" corporations acting as subcontractors.

Along with all the other ignorant and/or self-interested frou-frou-rah going on there is a lot of paranoid talk about "the Shadow Government". I can assure you it is not a shadow and not a mystery, either.

Franklin Delano Roosevelt was a King Rat who garnered more than 350 new "powers" for the corporate presidential office -- powers never granted to Congress and certainly never granted to the actual Presidential Office, either --- but usurped under the pretenses of a foreign, for-profit corporation's internal administration while providing "governmental services" under contract.

This goes back to the issue of capacities. FDR never had the capacity as President of The United States of America to do or claim 95% of what he did, so he simply didn't occupy the actual Constitutional Office owed to the American States and People.

Similar to the Queen of England faking everyone out and occupying The Chair of the Estates instead of the Throne, FDR didn't act as our President, but occupied "other" Presidential capacities as the CEO of the Territorial and Municipal corporations, instead, and used those offices to usurp power and make changes to the structure of the corporations providing us with all these "services".
This had the effect of changing (profoundly) the structure of what appeared to be our government, but which was in fact simply a foreign corporation in the business of providing "governmental services" on a contractual basis.

One of the key changes FDR made was to create subcontractor relationships to farm out the responsibilities of the parent Territorial and Municipal corporations to subcontractors --- the agencies, like the FBI, FEMA, NSA, and so on.

This vastly increased the number of quasi-federal employees via the use of subcontractors and at the same time reduced the risk and accountability of the parent corporations.

The two most destructive "agencies" in terms of asset plundering and theft from the American People are -- by far --- the Internal Revenue Service, founded in 1925, and the American Bar Association --- two Delaware Corporations exercising federal agency contracts, both owned and operated (last time I looked) by a single corrupt foreign Holding Company called "Northern Trust, Inc."

Find the owners, operators, and shareholders of "Northern Trust, Inc." and you will have located the persons responsible for the unlawful and illegal activities of both the "Internal Revenue Service" and the "American Bar Association" for the past century.

Find the owners, operators, and shareholders of the "UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, INC." and you will have located those responsible for the same criminal malfunctions of the FBI and BLM, including the murder of LaVoy Finicum.

Locate Dick Cheney and you will have the man most responsible for the criminal misconduct of the NSA.

These are not part of any actual subdivision of any part of our actual government. They are totally private organizations acting as subcontractors providing "government services".

These examples--- Internal Revenue Service, American Bar Association, FBI, BLM, NSA---- are the Shadow Government personified, but there are perhaps a thousand lesser-known agencies all on the bandwagon and taking their cut out of our pockets, most of them infringing on our "Natural and Unalienable rights", many indulging in racketeering and extortion via the misuse of what appears to be "government authority" under color of law. Some of them even operate their own private commercial mercenary armies on our shores.

Right now, two agencies --- NSA and the British-equivalent Task force on Money Laundering -- are locking down commerce all over this planet, intercepting and monitoring all funds transfers and demanding payment for these "services" from the victims.

For example, a large Belgian mustard manufacturing firm wishes to buy mustard seeds from the American Mustard Growers Cooperative for the obvious purpose of making mustard. Uh-duh. So they attempt to send a bank transfer of $18 million Euros into the US to pay for the mustard seeds.

They are stopped by the NSA, pretending that there is something fishy about this. The NSA sniffs and snorts and blusters for a few days, but of course, mustard seeds are mustard seeds and mustard is mustard.

The NSA really has no reason, right, interest or probable cause for what they are doing, and they certainly have no business coming back to either the Belgian mustard makers or the Mustard Growers with demands to be paid anywhere from $100,000 to a million USD to "release" the transfer of funds.

They are simply operating an international extortion ring under the guise of "national security" and illegally obstructing commerce in the process.
This is what the Shadow Government does in general. It preys upon your assets and activities and uses coercive "governmental powers" under color of law to enrich themselves.

And this is why it is necessary to start screaming and stomping on the bureaucrats and politicians and banks that are responsible for letting this go on.

Banks, I say, because banks are taking a cut of the profit from this scheme, and if the banks weren't in on it and supporting it, this kind of activity wouldn't last ten minutes.

Of course, they try to cover it up and excuse it as necessary to prevent the "laundering of drug money" and "illegal arms sales" ---- but in fact those kinds of money transfers happen all the time and pass right through the NSA blockade because they are pre-approved in the country of origin by NSA counterparts.

As staggeringly stupid as that sounds, that's the way it is. And it is that way, because their duty of providing "national security" has nothing to do with our nation---and instead has to do with the bottom line of their corporate masters operating "as" nations without being nations.

If we want to get rid of this plague, the obvious thing to do is to: (1) liquidate the offending corporations for criminal activity; (2) stop the hiring of "agency" subcontractors; (3) hold the parent corporations accountable for failure to adequately police the subcontractors; (4) end all "color of law" claims by agency personnel; (5) unwind everything and anything that has FDR's fingerprints on it.

See this article and over 1100 others on Anna's website here: www.annavonreitz.com

To support this work look for the PayPal button on this website.